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About This Game

VSTEP and Paradox are proud to announce the next installment of the acclaimed Ship Simulator series. With over 550K copies
sold, the series returns to take you into the most extreme conditions on earth…

Ever wonder how it feels to sail a half-million-ton supertanker through the perfect storm? To take on illegal whale hunters in the
Antarctic? Or to feel the rush of being part of the Coast Guard as you evacuate a cruise liner in distress? Ship Simulator

Extremes has players take on exciting missions all over the world as they pilot an impressive array of vessels and live the stories
of real ship captains. With missions based on actual events in realistic environments at locations all over the world, the new Ship

Simulator game is sure to take you to extremes!

Key Features:

From the very hot to the very cold, sail to the most enchanted regions in the world. Explore the Antarctic or take in
beautiful Bora Bora. Includes famous harbors and locations from around the world.

Wide range of vessels to captain, including hovercraft, Coast Guard interceptors, mammoth tankers, tugs, cruise liners,
and many others.

Includes exciting storylines and missions from all over the world.

Save the environment campaign: sail famous Greenpeace ships and take on ecological missions based on real events!

Realistic water and weather system. Sail calm waters or take on the most extreme weather ever witnessed at sea.

Online multiplayer mode. Sail online with your friends.
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Title: Ship Simulator Extremes
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
VStep
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2010
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English,German
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A great inside look into the making of the game and the creation of the different designs for the characters. I almost never buy
artbooks for games, but I loved the game and its story so much I couldn't wait to buy this book and learn more about what went
into making the game!

[To anyone having trouble accessing it, you can get to this book and all the other DLCs through browing the game's files after
downloading them. Enjoy!]. I died in real life while playing this game!. Overpriced but GG. Imagine the original Speedball 2...
now imagine it slowed down to a snail's pace, with a choppy framerate, ugly looking sprites and sub-par controller support.
That's this game. Avoid at all costs, it's more of an HD♥♥♥♥♥♥up than an HD remake.. Like War Of Mine with story and
romance.
. It was a fun little time waster. Nothing deep but decent mechanics and a couple hours of fun. Seems a little flat in the sound
department, but I wasn't expecting much for 5$. You'll most likely beat it in an afternoon, but it' ll be worth it. Probably.. Fun
VR Coop puzzle/platformer. One person in VR manipulating things, the other controlling a small robot with WASD on the
mouse and keyboard. Still can't get past a specific level, but the puzzles I have played are clever and I've had fun playing
through several of them repeatedly with different friends as I show them the VR experiences I have.

Definitely worth playing, if only to have a fun multi-player experience in VR.
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The first one was good.
This one was even better. too slow for upgrades. Fun time killing game.. A strange game to play with headphones. It looks more
like an experimental work than a game you should pay money for. The single objective of the game is to collect 10 blue balls
using your ears (when you come near a ball, you will ear a rising sound, and you orient yourself depending on what you ear in
your left or right ear). The concept idea is interesting but could be developed in something more than what is offered here. After
finding 5 balls, you have seen all of what the game has to offer. For a walking simulator, I was hoping for more variety and
things to discover, but it is mostly just rocks and trees everywhere.
I also did not really get the ending. I was not sure if it was a joke, or if the game was seriously expecting the player to pay
attention to different shades of blue.

In all, it is an interesting idea for a game, but it could be more developed.. Great game more people need to buy this it's like an
old school arcade game. With a modern flavor..
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attrocious, but Armstrong powerhouse fix that along with adding a free class 466, NSE and Connex reskins. Worth every cent if
you buy the AP soundpack for it.
8-9\/10 (with AP sounds and liveries) otherwise 5-6\/10 (yes, it makes that much of a difference. probably the most worth
sound pack.
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